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                          by David McKee    

ELMER’S BAND: A PRESS-BUTTON SOUND BOOK
Join Elmer and his jungle band for a noisy day! 

Publication date: Sep 2015
Extent: 24 pages
Size: 270 x 240 mm
Andersen Press: All rights

• With sound buttons perfect for little fingers,  
   children will love making music with Elmer’s band

• ‘It is a wonderful way to encourage beginner readers and 
   reluctant ones too.’ - Primary Times

ELMER’S TOUCH AND FEEL WORLD

Explore Elmer’s world - meet his friends, furry lion and scaly crocodile; learn 

about all the weather in the jungle and have fun counting!

Publication date: May 2016
Extent: 10 pages
Size: 260 x 260 mm
Andersen Press: All rights

• Featuring lots of different textures to explore 
   on every page

• Pre-schoolers will love learning basic concepts

• Sturdy board book format will make this 
   a nursery staple

ELMER’S LITTLE LIBRARY

Publication date: Sep 2016 
Extent: 10 pages
Size: 260 x 260mm
Rights: All rights.

Come with Elmer as he tries to find the perfect bed for him. He tries 

out frog’s bed in the pond or bird’s bed in the trees! It’s only when Elmer 

snuggles among his herd, that he’s finally found the perfect place to snooze. 

• Beautiful patchwork Elmer puppet

• The story comes alive as child or grown up acts it out  
   with their puppet 

• A perfect story to share together at bedtime

ELMER’S BEDTIME: A PUPPET BOOK

Discover Elmer’s new pre-school novelty book series. Each title draws first readers  
into the world of Elmer, with interactive storytelling and fun ways of learning.

Publication date: Jan 2016
Extent: 4 x 10pp board book
Size: 90 x 90mm (x 4)
Andersen Press: All rights

ELMER AND THE RACE

Publication date: Aug 2016 
Extent: 10 pages
Size: 260 x 260mm
Rights: All rights.

When the young elephants have a race to prove who is fastest, Elmer shows 

them that it’s not really about coming first – it’s how you run the race.

• Publishing in the year of the Brazilian Olympics

• More than 7 million Elmer books sold worldwide  
   in over 50 languages

• 24th picture book about the wise and kind elephant

Perfect for small hands, this little library featuring the world of Elmer makes 

discovering first concepts fun.

• Four chunky board books, perfect for little hands 

• Each features a new basic concept subject:  
   colours, numbers, actions and shapes 

• Turn over the four board books to make a jigsaw
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TROLL STINKS!
JEANNE WILLIS & TONY ROSS

THE TICKLE TEST
KATHRYN WHITE & ADRIAN REYNOLDS

Could you pass the test of the Mouse Tickle Squad? It’s easy to tickle a 

giraffe and fun to tickle a bear.  An octopus is trickier (underwater with 

all those arms), but tickling a crocodile is the hardest thing: you’d better 

be wary, because his teeth are sharp and scary! This is a ticklish tale 

children will love.

SAMSON AND THE FLEA CIRCUS
ANGELA MCALLISTER & NATHAN REED

Roll-up! Roll-up! Meet Samson, star of Fleabag’s Circus and the smallest 

stongman in the world...with the biggest ego. Samson can lift a match, he can 

lift a pea, he can lift lovely flea Amelie. But it’s not enough - Samson wants to 

be the biggest star anywhere, so he sets off into the big, wide world. Discover 

what happens to the world’s smallest strongman in this hilarious, touching tale.

Publication date: June 2016
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 270 x 230mm
Andersen Press: All rights

• Illustrated by award-winner Adrian Reynolds, whose bestselling 
   Harry and the Dinosaur books are now a popular animation

• Children will love this guide to tickling that’s packed with giggles

• Every page presents a new animal character and unfolds a bit more 
   about the Tickle Squad’s test, and their potential new recruit

• Funny, touching tale about the pitfalls of being vain, no matter what your size

• While Samson is away, his lady-flea Amelie doesn’t pine - she sets about  
   becoming the new strong-flea!

• Nathan Reed was shortlisted for the Serco Prize for illustration, 2014

• Angela McAllister’s picture books have garnered many awards, her story  
   Leon and the Place Between was shortlisted for the Kate Greenaway Medal

Publication date: Sept 2016
Extent: 
Size: 
Andersen Press: All rights

Billy Goat discovers the perils of sending mean messages in this timely tale 

about online bullying. Billy Goat and his best friend Cyril are messing about 

with the farmer’s mobile phone, taking selfies and playing games... until they 

find the number for a troll. Their Grandpa Gruff says trolls are bad, so Billy 

and Cyril decide to get their own back by sending mean messages.  After all, 

trolls really do stink! Don’t they?

• This modern fable about bullying is a timely warning for children taking  
   their first steps into the digital world

• Turns expectations on their head, the troll isn’t a bully, the goats are!

• Life sales for the award winning team of Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross  
   are now over 2 million copies

Publication date: Oct 2016
Extent: 32pp
Size: 270 x 230mm 
Andersen Press: All rights
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• The perfect story to inspire bedtime story fans to read to themselves

• 21st picture book featuring the Little Princess!

• 3.5 million Little Princess books sold in 31 languages

• The multi award-winning TV series based on the books has sold to  

    over 100 territories worldwide.

LULU AND THE CHOCOLATE WEDDING
POSY SIMMONDS

ODD SOCKS
MICHELLE ROBINSON & REBECCA ASHDOWN

The epic love story… that starts in a sock drawer! Suki and Sosh go 

to work each day on their pair of feet, and each night they snuggle 

in their drawer. But then disaster strikes: Sosh spots that Suki has a 

hole. Darn it! Sure enough, Suki starts to unravel, until one day she 

is nowhere to be found. No one likes an odd sock, but fearless Sosh 

swears to go out on his own and find his warm, woolly wife!

• Every family will be familiar with the mystery of the odd sock –  
   now discover the true story!

• Rebecca Ashdown is shortlisted for the Sheffield Children’s 
   Book Prize
• Michelle has won the Sainsburys Children’s Book Prize

Every bedtime the King tells the Little Princess a story before she  
falls asleep but when he goes away on royal business she finds  
she can’t sleep without it! Everyone tries their very best stories  
but it’s no good until the maid has an idea… Little Princess  
can discover her own bedtime stories in the palace library!

I WANT A BEDTIME STORY
TONY ROSS

Publication date: January 2016
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 260 x 250mm
Andersen Press: All rights

Lulu is going to be a bridesmaid, but the night before the wedding she eats 

too much chocolate and is very poorly. Lulu has a nap to feel better, but 

before long she is woken by someone crying. Join Lulu on her chocolatey 

escapades as she tries to rescue the wedding cake’s sugar bride from some 

mice who have a very sweet tooth.

• Posy Simmonds is one of today’s most renowned illustrators. She has been 
Cartoonist of the Year twice as well as overall winner of the National Art 
Library Illustrations Award
• The film of Gemma Bovery, based on Posy’s internationally best-selling 
graphic novel, is out now starring Gemma Arterton

• Charming tale both warns against and celebrates indulging in chocolate! 

• A perfect wedding gift for young bridesmaids

Publication date: May 2016
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 247 x 213mm
Andersen Press: All rights

Publication date: January 2016
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 260 x 250mm
Andersen Press: All rights

NOW THE STAR OF HER OWN TV SHOW!
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LIFE IS MAGIC
MEG MCLAREN

Houdini is magician Monsieur Lapin’s best assistant ever – he loves magic and 

knows how to take care of everyone and everything in the theatre. So one night 

when things go wrong, Houdini tries to carry on the show… and unfortunately 

that spells rabbit-shaped disaster for his human magician. Now left in charge 

of the world-famous magic show, can Houdini truly rise to the challenge of 

stardom, and what will happen to Monsieur the magician, now he’s a rabbit too?

Publication date: March 2016
Extent: 40 pages
Size: 260 x 250 mm
Andersen Press: sold USA

• Funny, heartwarming debut from stunning author-illustrator talent McLaren

• Glorious art, inspired by printmaking and 19th century magic shows

THE YOUNG PERFORMING HORSE
JOHN YEOMAN & QUENTIN BLAKE

MELRIC AND THE CROWN
DAVID MCKEE

It’s time for the annual Ceremony of the Crown, where the King proves his 

right to rule. But something strange is going on: the King’s crown keeps going 

missing! Can Melric get to the bottom of this mystery before the King and his 

crown are put to the test?

• Fifth story in popular Melric series

• ‘David McKee is a genius.’ The Times

• Life sales for David McKee’s books are now  
   over 7.5m copies worldwide

Discover the amazing story of a little horse with an unusual gift. Twins Vicky 

and Bertie buy a horse at an auction, but this is no ordinary horse, this is a 

Young Performing Horse. He learns his sums at school with them and even 

performs alongside them when they set of to earn their fortune on stage in 

London. Is there no end to the Young Performing Horse’s talents?

• 2016 will be a big year for Quentin Blake with the release of Steven Speiberg’s  

   feature film The BFG

• Children will love this clever little horse and his approach to problem-solving

Publication date: June 2016
Extent: 40 pages
Size: 280 x 215 mm
Andersen Press: All rights

Publication date: July 2016
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 280 x 240 mm
Andersen Press: All rights

DEBUT!
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LUCINDA BELINDA MELINDA MCCOOL
JEANNE WILLIS & TONY ROSS

The most beautiful girl in the whole school is Lucinda Belinda Melinda 

McCool. But Lucinda is the scourge of family and friends, criticising big 

bottoms and moustaches (especially her grandma’s). So when she meets a 

monster in the forest, Lucinda decides to make-over this scary creature. 

Unfortunately changing its outside does not change what’s inside…

THE HOLE STORY
PAUL BRIGHT & BRUCE INGMAN

Publication date:  August 2015
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 240 x 280mm
Rights: sold Finland,  Australia

Publication date: May 2016
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 260 x 250 mm
Andersen Press: All rights

NARA AND THE ISLAND
DAVID UNGUREANU

When Hamish and Hermione Hole are chased out of the cheese they live 

in, they search the palace for a new place to call home. But the holes cause 

havoc wherever they go – no one wants holes in their knickers, bike wheel 

or boat! Exhausted, the pair rest in a piece of wood, only to be discovered 

by the palace carpenter, who knows that holes can be really useful – 

especially when you are making beautiful musical instruments.

• Discover the secret lives of holes!

• Playful, imaginative story that will have children laughing  
   and looking at holes in a whole new light

• Book cover features actual holes

• When your home is so small it’s impossible to lose anything,  
   sometimes you dream of a place where you can get lost.

• Stunning, thoughtful tale filled with incredible details to pore over

• Nara and the Island was Highly Commended at the Macmillan  
   Prize for Children’s Picture Book Illustration and won  
   the student runner-up prize at the V&A Illustration Awards

Nara lives with her father on a tiny island and 

dreams of visiting the island across the waves. 

So when she gets the opportunity to visit the 

mysterious island, an amazing adventure unfolds. 

This stunning story is the debut of exciting author-

illustrator talent Dan Ungureanu.

• A modern cautionary tale for the image-obsessed

• Jeanne and Tony’s recent books have been Kate Greenaway Medal nominated  

   and shortlisted for the Red House Children’s Book Award

Publication date: May 2016
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 280 x 240 mm
Andersen Press: all rights
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Hamish and Hermione Hole 
need a new home, but wherever 

they go, they cause chaos. 
Will the two holes ever 

find a place where they 
are appreciated?

Discover the secret life of holes!
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ALL ABOARD FOR THE BOBO 
ROAD
All aboard for Bobo! Big Ali drives the bus, picking up passengers 

while his children Fatima and Galo load the luggage – two chickens, 

three watermelons, four bicycles and more! An incredible, colourful 

introduction to Burkina Faso in West Africa.

MY HAND  
SATOSHI KITAMURA

This is my hand. It can do all sorts 
of things. Most of the time it does 

good things, but sometimes…

UK £10

www.andersenpress.co.uk

MY-HAND-CVR.indd   1 24/09/2014   09:17

ALICE’S ADVENTURES THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
LEWIS CARROLL, retold and illustrated by TONY ROSS

Publication date: November 2015
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 210 x 210mm
Andersen Press: sold China, France

This is my hand. It can do all sorts of things: it can push, pull, 

pat and even paint. But it also has bad habits… like picking my 

nose! Award-winning author and illustrator Satoshi Kitamura 

unfolds a wonderful celebration of the simple hand, co-starring 

a trademark Kitamura curious cat.

• Graphic, elegant Kitamura for a  
   whole new pre-school audience

• Shown off with quality production  
   finishes including uncoated paper

• Kitamura won the Mother Goose        
   Award and was shortlisted for the            
   Kate Greenaway Medal

• Multicultural, colourful counting adventure

• Discover the wonders of Burkina Faso from the Gurunsi houses, 
to the hippo lake, rock domes and stunning Grand Mosque of Bobo.

• The author has lived in West Africa for many years

Publication date: 
Extent: 96 pages
Size: 264 x 197mm
Rights: 

Sequel to Ross’ fantastic retelling of Alice’s Adven-
tures in Wonderland. Praise for Wonderland:

• ‘Perfect story of Alice to share with younger readers. Tony 
Ross has done a great job...and the book is full of his de-

lightfully humorous illustrations too.’ Lovereading

• Celebrating the 150th anniversary of the  
   publication of Alice in 2015

• Features over 100 full colour illustrations and  
   a carefully abridged and edited text

• Perfect for introducing younger children  
   to Carroll’s magical world

Publication date: April 2016
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 280 x 240mm
Andersen Press: All rights

Cover 

COMIN
G SOON
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CONTACTS 
Sarah Pakenham • spakenham@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk • 020 7840 8704

Millie Lovett • mlovett@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk  • 020 7840 8729
Andersen Press Ltd. • 20 Vauxhall Bridge Road  •  London SW1V 2SA

KING ROLLO - FAVOURITE STORIES SLIPCASE 
DAVID MCKEEKING ROLLO

and the birthday

Publication date: Sep 2016
Extent: 32 pages x 4 + slipcase
Size: 115 x 140mm
Andersen Press: All rights

Created by David McKee (who also created Mr Benn, Elmer 

and Not Now, Bernard) King Rollo starred in a series of books 

and had his own television series which is still a cult classic 

today. With his childlike enthusiasm, in each adventure King 

Rollo discovers a useful lesson.

• The four favourite story books in the  
   slipcase are The Bread, The Birthday,  
   King Frank and The New Shoes

• This gift edition is perfect for fans who love King  
   Rollo and children who have yet to discover him!

• David McKee’s retro bright palette and bearded  
   hero are irresistable 

FAIRY TALE BOARD BOOKS 
TONY ROSS

Publication date: Jul 2016
Extent: 10 pages 
Size: 175 x 175mm
Andersen Press: All rights

Share favourite fairy tales with baby for the first time with 

these chunky, tabbed board books, lavishly illustrated by award-

winning Tony Ross and featuring a free audio download. 

• Chunky, tabbed board book format makes  
   turning pages easy for tiny fingers

• The perfect way to share your first fairy tales

• Includes a QR code to download a free audio  
   recording of each board book

• Future titles include: The Three Pigs and Little Red  
   Riding Hood


